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Chairman Message
From the first days of the pandemic, SEDD formed “Crisis
Management Team” to deal with such problem around the
clock. This team was presented there in the Department’s
main building to ensure the flow of work and procedures, yet
making sure to apply the precautionary measures. Therefore,
data were collected daily from the markets, with ensuring
to observe and monitor the workflow of alternative, multiple and parallel channels SEDD created automatically to
respond to investor inquiries and requests that rates had increased from the usual numbers due to the pandemic. Likely, registration and licensing teams as well as legal officials
worked on solving investor problems every day. In addition,
economic officials gathered to collect and analyze data of
markets, factories and commercial establishments, thus to
prepare daily and weekly reports for the top management.
It should be noted that the authorized team communicated
with authorized and concerned local and federal entities in
the country to secure a safe and professional application of
precautionary measures in the markets such as the National
Emergency Crisis and Disaster Management Authority. Likewise, there was a continuous contact with factories to ensure
the production of products around the clock, while applying
the precautionary measures and country’s requirements.
Since the beginning of the pandemic, SEDD worked to provide hotlines around the clock to respond to customer calls.
In addition, it created a service basket for its transactions to
provide support channels for external services to business
offices. Also, it increased the media coverage and promo-
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tional releases and issued periodic statements, with the continued presence of commercial officers from the first days
in the markets to ensure applying precautionary measures.
It is worth mentioning that 424 procedures were conducted
during visits on markets only in May 2020.
Accordingly, the procedures to ease business and ensure it
continuity that were implemented by SEDD, the flexibility
to apply local legislation as well as the wise directions of
the emirate, enabled us to overcome the crisis. Likewise,

it helped us to carry out our responsibility as an Economic
Department in managing and securing the work of nearly
56,000 licenses, until the business returned to distinct replacement levels before the end of 2020. It should be noted
that there was a growth in rates of licenses during the second
half of 2020 by 17%. Also, there was a rise in the rate of
e-commerce licenses before the end of the first half of 2020
by 333% compared to the year 2019 with the opening of
markets and the increase in the growth rates of these licenses
hit 106% before the end of 2020. Additionally, this enabled
us not to face any acceleration or increases in exiting the
markets after running business again and easing measures,
which are economic indicators that the Department was
monitoring during and after the pandemic.
Therefore, in implementation of the wise directives of His
Highness Sheikh Dr. Sultan bin Muhammad Al Qasimi, Supreme Council Member and Ruler of Sharjah, SEDD technical teams participated in raising a set of proposals and facilities approved by Sharjah Executive Council. These proposals
included the launch of a package of exemptions to facilitate
procedures and ensure business continuity for economic establishments to alleviate the effects witnessed by the emirate
and to stimulate the economy. Thus, the incentives contributed to increase number of licenses and the flow of products
in the local markets to provide basic commodity needs, in
light of the demand for medical and primary products, with
the emirate's support for the family demand. This took part
in balancing the supply and demand as well as in preventing
any inflation or imbalances in prices or shortages of products. Yet, SEDD continued to intensify the inspection campaigns to ensure the safety of the markets, in parallel with the
increase in digital applications and smart solutions to protect
consumers and respond to investor inquiries.
In addition, the top management at SEDD alongside with
economic teams participated in undertaking the econom-

ic path of the preparatory plan for the next 50 years. Such
thing falls within the economic vision and initiatives to move
towards a distinguished global competitive future, and was
done under the support and supervision of His Highness
Sheikh Sultan bin Muhammad bin Sultan Al Qasimi, Crown
Prince, Deputy Ruler of Sharjah and Chairman of the Executive Council. Likely, SEDD contributed in developing Sharjah’s vision for the future of economic sector, which took
from the Department around 4500 working hours during
four months. Thus, the Department prepared and presented
three files about digital economy, new economic sectors, as
well as industry and manufacturing. Also, it supervised the
preparation and development of seven files, in cooperation
with 15 entities in Sharjah, and took over three more files
whereby it submitted 10 files to the Executive Council to be
proposed to UAE Cabinet.
Our employees placed great efforts that led to astonishing
outcomes in 2020. We also invested in our human crews
and attracted more national cadres until the Emiratization
rates hit 94%. Also, we were able to train our leaders to
manage and overcome crises to sustain the process of institutional development and excellence. This helped to obtain
the highest levels of international ISO certificates, which falls
within SEDD vision and role of sustainable development that
goes in line with the country's 50th plan as well as UAE Centennial 2071, which we are proud to participate in setting its
national values and rules.

SEDD Chairman
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Corporate Values:

Vision:
Leading the process of comprehensive
development to achieve competitive and
diversiﬁed knowledge-based economy.

•
•
•
•
•

Happiness, positivity and tolerance.
Excellence and creative thinking.
Social responsibility.
Team spirit.
Working together with strategic partners.

Strategic Goals (92%):
Mission:
Shaping the future to achieve a comprehensive
development of the Emirate’s economy with
eligible competencies and advanced technologies
in collaboration with strategic partners.
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• Contribute in planning and leading the comprehensive

economic development in the Emirate.
• Develop provided services to customers and strategic partners.
• Improve and develop the efﬁciency of human, ﬁnancial and
technical resources.
• Adopt the best practices of procedures and quality systems, as
well as organizational excellence.
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Our Annual Report
A series of annual reports issued SEDD to highlight its efforts in
keeping pace with everything new in the area of licensing in order
to facilitate and simplify procedures, leading to sustainable
economic development and attracting more investments in the
Emirate of Sharjah. Also, they document the achievements made,
as the report provides clear images of SEDD in supporting
citizenship, empowering citizens and activating their energies in
the labor market. Likely, these reports present the success and
growth of investors and entrepreneurs' projects as well as their
progress in the future and the continuation of concerted efforts in
maintaining business sustainability and achieving comprehensive
sustainable development in accordance with the highest
standards of approved strategic plans.
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1. Crisis Management Team

The impact of government incentives during 2020

At the beginning of the pandemic outbreak, SEDD formed a specialized team to manage the crisis, oversee the proper conduct of
procedures during such exceptional circumstances to ensure the
sustainability of work of companies and establishments. The team
was specialized in supporting human cadres, providing technical
devices and systems as well as financial resources in order to implement the tasks assigned to it. Also, such team focused on following up the implementation of remote work. In addition, it was
concerned with ensuring the accurate and direct monitoring of
risks and threats of the pandemic, especially the ones related to
the economy, through direct coordination with the local and federal entities to ensure the continuity of economic work in Sharjah.
Likely, such team that worked to find appropriate solutions through
technical platforms, as well as it was the one to check on the procedures completed at "Aamal" service offices. Additionally, the team
was responsible for providing various types of technical and legal
support to maintain the stability of the licensed economic establishments in the emirate.

4,966
Renewal

16

4,580

Issuance

457

419

Jan

Feb

5,367

5,245

Announcing Government Incentives

558

2,355

363

Mar

39

Apr

95

May

5,050
4,725

4,628

3,875

1,205

240

Jun

377

Jul

512

550

517

Nov

Dec

421

Aug

Sep

Oct

Renewing Licenses after Announcing Government Incentives
Licenses Expired in

2020
55%

2. Economic Incentives during Pandemic
Under the wise directives of His Highness Sheikh Dr. Sultan bin
Mohammad Al Qasimi, Supreme Council Member and Ruler of
Sharjah, Sharjah Executive Council issued a decision in March
2020 to exempt economic establishments of the licensing fees for
three months. This decision was applied on establishments that renew their license from January 1, 2020 until December 31, 2020.
Such decision aimed at facilitating procedures and face challenges
associated with the pandemic to enhance the continuity of sustainable development in the emirate. Likely, it sought to stimulate business continuity by mitigating the severity of the economic impacts
that the world is witnessing in light of the pandemic.
These incentives included the following:
- Continuation of the exemption decision for renewing licenses
including the value of three-month annual fees.
- A deduction of (50%) from fines and violations of economic
establishments, whereas their owners should adjust their status
within three months from the date of the decision.

4,573

5,376

Licenses Expired Before 2020

2020
up to 5 Years 2%

-

-

A (50%) discount upon issuance of industrial license, in order
to enhance the contribution of the industrial sector to the gross
domestic product.
Exemption private nurseries from all government fees for a year.

Renewed licenses
with payment of ﬁnes
or late ﬁnes

57%

57%

The Executive Council also approved the Department’s proposal submitted in 2020 regarding exemptions from licensing fees, and compensation for owners of rented properties
that carry out economic activities in residential areas.
Therefore, the approval of the Executive Council expresses
the attention that Sharjah’s Government pays in order to pre-

43%

Renewed licenses
without ﬁnes
or late ﬁnes

%43

serve the privacy of residential areas. Also, it represents the
support provided to enhance investment and commercial environment, facilitate running business, and support entrepreneurs as well as small and medium enterprises. Such thing is
done in a way that enhances the confidence of businesspersons, investors and private sectors in the national economy.
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4. Control System during Pandemic
Inspection Tours During Pandemic
Sharjah Economy is characterized by sustainability and flexibility when it comes to the business environment. However,
due to the pandemic and its negative impact on some of
economic establishments in achieving profitable gains due
to the precautionary measures taken to ensure that businesses do not stop, SEDD carried out several measures in 2020.
Such measures included:

3. Electronic Boom & Business Continuity
SEDD was capable sustainably to provide its services efficiently and effectively around the clock to the customers
through its digital platforms and applications. This proved
that the Department adopts advanced and developed digital infrastructure. SEDD dealt with the conditions and events
accompanying the pandemic with utmost professionalism. It
adopted many procedures and processes that effectively and
efficiently contributed to the sustainability of work and the
sustainability of service provision, which included:

a. Establishments suspended their work due to National
Emergency Crisis and Disaster Management Authority
decision.

229

Improving customer
experience on all digital
services to be compatible with
the precautionary measures
and without prejudice to the
governance and cybersecurity
system.

Providing remote work
services for all employees.

Releasing new services to
facilitate the process of requesting
and implementing remote
services, such as the transaction
basket service and the
appointment reservation service.

Provide digital awareness
programs and processes.

Providing operation and
technical support.

Introducing a digital
governance policy
related to remote work.

Providing visual
communication services.

Providing desk
phone feature.

Exhibition and
Wedding Halls

11

Entertainment Centers
& Kids Zones
Observing and intensifying
cybersecurity services.
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Providing hotlines.

12

33

Fitness Centers
& GYMs

Shopping Centers
& Malls

9

Cinema

Providing technical devices
and requirements.
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b. Establishments suspended their work due to SEDD decision.

Internet Cafes
& Services

54
9

Stadium Rental

Spa & Massage Centers

130
20

Yacht Rental Stores

Likely, the Department observed and supervised markets periodically in order to protect it from commercial fraud and illegal activities, to confront violators and
stop them firmly, and to ensure compliance with the
regulations and laws applied in the emirate. The most

Ladies Salons
& Beauty Centers

879
33

important inspection campaigns in 2020 were on pharmacies, facilities, outlets for selling medical disinfectants and preventive means of protection from the COVID-19 epidemic. These inspections campaigns included
the following:

Gents Salon

1,832

Jet Ski Rental Stores

c. Establishments stopped receiving customers and applied home delivery service only.

Restaurants, cafes and cafeterias

3,532

d. Establishments permitted to operate 24 hours.

Cooperative Societies Supermarkets – Groceries

1,567

20

Pharmacies

8,562

SEDD seizes more than 20000 Face Masks
SEDD, in cooperation with Sharjah City Municipality, seized
more than 20000 face masks, which were found to be fake.
Such campaigns reflect the Department’s concerns to put an
end to commercial fraud and to stop violators in the Emirate,
thus to preserve consumer rights during the pandemic.
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Shutdowns

Fines

Warnings

SEDD closes Violated Pharmacies

SEDD seizes Adulterated Sterilizers
In 2020, SEDD seized a quantity of fraudulent sterilizers
bearing the trademark air freshener during its inspection
tours on markets. These products were sold as disinfectants,
and when the label was removed, they were found to be
air fresheners. SEDD took immediate action in confiscating
these fake products due to their harm on the public health.
Also, such action emphasized SEDD’s focus on stopping violators during COVID-19 epidemic to ensure safety in markets.

22

In conjunction with the preventive measures to limit the
spread of the global epidemic, SEDD intensified its 24-hour
inspection campaigns, to prevent wrong practices in the
markets. The Department received many complaints about
raising some pharmacies' prices for goods related to masks,
sterilizers and gloves, taking advantage of the people's need
for them. Therefore, the Commercial Officers monitored cases, violations, counted violating pharmacies, took restrictive
measures for violators in accordance with the laws in force,
implemented the closure of a number of pharmacies, and
fined as well as alerted other violating pharmacies. It should
be noted that eight pharmacies were closed, four were fined,
while nine received warning for such action.

23
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SEDD & Eid Al-Adha
SEDD & Ramadan
SEDD intensified the inspection campaigns on markets during the holy month of Ramadan to ensure quality of products
sold and if they comply with the approved standards, thus
protecting consumers. These campaigns assured the commitment to precautionary measures and the provision of best
services and products to consumers. Also, they sought to
stop violators and to clarify the approved prices of goods to
prevent manipulation in the selling process.

SEDD continued to intensify its inspection tours to economic establishments that is activities are related to special
occasion like Eid Al-Adha, such as Souq Al Jubail and livestock markets. Therefore, the Department placed a plan,
which included awareness and inspection campaigns, to
confirm controlling markets to educate consumers and

merchants of their rights and duties. Such campaigns also
assured not monopolizing products, directing advice and
guidance on the importance of adherence to laws, and emphasizing the need to adhere to clarifying the price to the
consumer before purchasing to prevent any manipulating
when selling process.

Khor Fakkan, Safe Destination
Based on its organizational values to ensure mutual work
with strategic partners and to stop the spread of COVID-19
virus, SEDD Khor Fakkan Branch participated in the Campaign “Khor Fakkan Aman” to ensure the implementation of
precautionary measures at the city. This campaign was conducted on fitness centers, GYMs, salons, and beauty centers
to check if they follow the laws and regulation announced
by the government.

SEDD & Eid Al-Fitr

Sharjah without COVID

During Eid Al-Fitr occasion, SEDD carried out many tours
on economic establishments, especially groceries, cafeterias, restaurants, co-op societies, shopping centers, men and
women salons, and all establishments which activity are
related to the Eid seasons. These efforts were made in order to ensure spreading safety around the markets in Sharjah during the pandemic and to ensure the application of
measures approved by the country. Such measures included
the capacity of establishment, number of customers, keeping
safe distance between visitors, sterilizing commercial sites,
ensuring general hygiene, and many others to preserve the
public health.

SEDD participated at “Sharjah without COVID” voluntary campaign
to strengthen preventive and precautionary measures aiming to stop
the spread of the virus in malls, shopping centers and major outlets
in the emirate. Also, it aimed at regulating precautionary measures
and safe distance among the public during the shopping period, as
well as spreading awareness among the public about COVID-19.
It should be noted that the campaign attracted 70 volunteers, who
were trained and provided with the necessary information and
awareness, and ways to prevent and protect against the spread of
the virus. Later on, these volunteers were distributed to commercial
centers and outlets to enhance the integrative role between institutions, and to unify efforts in community service and safety.

24
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5. Supporting Service Centers for Business Continuity
The service centers available in the cities and regions of the
emirate are among the Department's strategic partners, and
they work in harmony with it to provide a set of its procedures
and services to practice licensing under the circumstances
of COVID-19. In 2020, SEDD privatized many procedures
related to licenses and legal affairs, pursuing the principle

of decentralization in providing its services with the aim of
reaching dealers, making things easier on them, and preserving the progress of business in the emirate. The number of
“Amaal” service centers reached 17 ones in 2020 with an
increment of 13%. Additionally, the number of procedures
completed at them hit 58 ones with a rate of 49% in 2020.

2019

2020

%

17,251

39,625

130%

63,098

153,888

144%

Smart Investor

Service Centers

Total
26

80,349

193,513

141%

6. Business Sustainability Statement
In 2020, SEDD released “business sustainability statement” that came in line with the pandemic, to confirm
that Sharjah is an attractive and supportive stimulating
destination for business and investment, and to highlight
the strengths of the emirate’s economy as well as its ability to overcome all circumstances. This was done through
activating procedures and decisions on organizational

and community work, which contributes to countering
the negative impacts on the economic side, preserves
the continuity of markets, enhances confidence between
public and private sectors, boosts economic growth,
strengthens the regional leadership of the emirate and
maintains its global position as a leading destination for
investment.
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1. “Next Fifty Years” Plan
SEDD represented the path of economic model and sectors in developing the 2071 centenary plan for the next 50 years. It worked

Space

Oil and Petrochemical
Industries

2. Rapid Recovery of Licenses
on defining Sharjah’s vision as well as the future goals of the economic model in addition to ensuring the economic sector future.

SEDD adopts the best institutional values and strategic plans,
and contributes to preparing and implementing economic
plans, as well as conducting studies and developing investment
systems that ensure the optimal investment of the emirate's re-

sources. Since its establishment as a service department, it has
devoted its efforts to following best practices to achieve sustainable development through the diversification of commercial
and industrial activities for various sectors in Sharjah.

Industry and Manufacturing

Aviation

Issued and Renewed Licenses according to Geographical Location - 2020
25,300

Tourism

Renewable Energy

First Half

23,302

1,613

23,167

21,554

Dibba Al Hisn
Branch

New sectors

Second Half

Storage

503
474

29

24,533

22,971 1,562

Main
Branch

Digital Economy

Land and Maritime
Transport

1,998

2,935

40,026

37,091

7,126

Industrial
Areas Branch

Khor Fakkan
Branch

Central
Region
Branch

540

7,666

Kalba
Branch

2,468

2,304

Also, the Department worked on analyzing expectations for
the development of sectors during the next fifty years. It took
into account the global variables that affect long-term planning (the fourth industrial revolution, artificial intelligence,
cities and urbanization, transformation of economic forces
and climate change). Likewise, it paid attention to the global
challenges that affect long-term planning to develop flexible
solutions to confront them (including the new system for government action in light of the current situation). Additionally,
it highlighted the importance of community involvement by
taking the views and ideas of different segments of society in
this path and including their inputs in the analysis process in
proportion to the outputs.
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Total

247

2,715

172

2,476

4,548

63,193

58,645

Total

58,645

4,548

63,193
Total

Renewed License

Issued License
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Warehouses
Food Trucks
In order to support entrepreneurs and to improve commercial and economic movement in the emirate, SEDD
introduced food trucks activity to the citizens of Sharjah.
This license includes number of health, environmental and
administrative conditions that preserve rights, in addition
to a number of advantages and incentives that contribute
to achieving comprehensive sustainable development. It
should be noted that the number of food trucks licenses
reached 51 ones in 2020.

Renewal
Issuance
Total

23
28
51

3. Towards Promoting Industrial Sector

E-commerce
The precautionary measures and restrictions imposed to limit
the spread of the COVID-19 virus have stimulated the growth
of e-commerce through websites and smart applications. The

Sharjah is an attractive region for investors wishing to store
their products and goods in warehouses that are distributed
at the industrial areas. These warehouses are characterized
by the distinguished and strategic location that are near to
the ports and is supported by the advanced network services and roads to facilitate distribution of goods. Due to that,
the number of warehouse permits inside and outside Sharjah
reached 4620 ones.

statistical indicators regarding to e-commerce license issuance
witnessed a significant increase whereby it hit 120 licenses in
2020 with a growth rate of 344% compared to 2019.

Sharjah has number of factories, nine ones, which are responsible for producing medical supplies consumed in limiting the spread of epidemic. Such products include sterilizers, masks, medical beds, medical devices, medical sample
packages, medical bags, and gloves. In addition, some of the

4,620
factories are willing to open new production lines for the
manufacture of local medical supplies to cover the necessary
needs in light of COVID-19. Likewise, major factories have
also opened new licenses and created new investment fields
in the health sector to enhance dependence on local commodities to achieving self-sufficiency in medical supplies.

Industrial Sector Indicators in Sharjah - 2020

First Half

2019
2020

27
120

51% 49%
Traditional
Licenses with
E-commerce
Ativity

32

877

945

Total
2020

174
2,177

E-commerce

2,351
Second Half

⁞⁝ E-commerce License Issuance

68

106
1,300

1,406

License Issuance
License Renewal
Total
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5. Supporting Businesswomen
Sharjah during 2020. Also, it included many facts including
number or issued and renewed licenses that women hold,
types of licenses and activities they have, different nationalities investigating in the emirate, as well as the geographical
anatomy of businesswomen licenses.

SEDD works on releasing “Emirati Women Entrepreneurs”
booklet, which is considered a reference for the work that
Sharjah adopts to empower women and improve their role
at the economic and business sector. This release displayed
the projects and activities conducted by businesswomen in

Services Provided during Pandemic

Businesswomen Licenses - 2020

Exempting industrial
establishments from
fees for a period of
three months from
January to
December 2020

Preparing a report on the
productive capacities of
the emirate's factories Health and Food sector,
in cooperation with
Ministry of Energy &
Infrastructure

Visiting factories
virtually to check
their production
during the
pandemic

Providing "renew
your license with
us" service to renew
the license
electronically

Providing full support to
investors, in cooperation
with other departments
and agencies. Also,
responding to inquiries
through "Ask Industrial
Expert" service

Commercial

160

1,112

1,272

Professional

127

983

1,110

Eitimad

208

328

536

47

6

53

Industrial

8

27

35

Bairaq

2

0

2

552

2,456

3,008

E-commerce

4. Growth of National Licenses
Within its concerns to support and supervise local projects
in addition to integrate academic experiences, SEDD introduced “Bairaq” license for students. This license aims at
enhancing the Department's vision of diversifying the de-

34

velopment process in the emirate, as well as the concept
of creativity and innovation to facilitate and support conducting business thus to ensure sustainability of national
business.

Total

License Issuance

License Renewal

Total

35
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Businesswomen Licenses by Nationality

KSA

Oman

Bahrain

Total

13
13
5
6

2,221

Morocco

46

Syria

41

Jordan

25

Egypt

35

Iraq

23

Palestine

Total

9

179

India

Foreign Countries

Kuwait

2,184

Arab Countries

GCC Countries

UAE

Pakistan

83

Philippine

20

Bangladesh

14

Sri Lanka

10

Iran

8

Ethiopia

7

Total

36

349

491
37
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6. Data & Figures in Planning
Questionnaires Committee
In 2020, SEDD formed “Questionnaires Committee” that
worked on preparing required questionnaires and surveys

in order to collect information and data about various things
including economic studies conducted by concerned departments at SEDD.

Suppliers Satisfaction
According to the results that SEDD collected about suppliers’ satisfaction, the results showed a significant increase in
evaluating the performance of suppliers. The percentage of
satisfaction in 2020 reached 98% compared to about 95%
in 2019, with a growth rate of 2%. Such rates and figures
reflect SEDD transparency in applying fair trade practices

with supplier. Also, they represent SEDD’s keenness to benefit from supplier’s services to secure their needs according
to price competitiveness and quality in order to achieve the
highest levels of benefit and general satisfaction that contribute to establishing the values of quality and organizational excellence.

suppliers’ satisfaction
Development of
systems for analysing
questionnaires

Review of
departmental
questionnaires for
opinion

Organization,
preparation and
implementation of
questionnaire rules

2020

Customers Satisfaction
SEDD conducted periodic studies to measure customer
satisfaction, which reached 54% in consumer protection
questionnaire and 60% in complainant satisfaction surveys
in 2020. Thus, the Department prepares these studies to
compare customers' expectations and satisfaction about

services quality SEDD’s performance. Also, these questionnaires help to analyze the strengths and weaknesses in performance in order to develop procedures and to simplify
them in order to reach the highest levels of satisfaction and
institutional excellence.

%98
2019 %95

60 %

complainant satisfaction

38

54 %

consumer protection

39

Strategic Planning & Quality Performance

42

Series of Continuous Successes to Ensure Application
of Quality Principles and Standards

42

Risk Management Matrix
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1. Series of Continuous Successes to Ensure Application of Quality Principles and Standards
ISO Certificates

l risk
ga
y risk
eg
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k

C

international recognition of SEDD’s efforts to ensure the safety and health of its employees and customers, confirms its
keenness and excellence in adopting measures to prevent
injuries and ensure the health and safety of employees at
work sites, especially during pandemic.

ks
ris

SEDD obtains ISO 45001:2018
SEDD strengthened its record of quality certificates and
awards by obtaining an accredited certificate from Intertek
International for applying international standards in the Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OH&S)
- ISO 45001: 2018. Obtaining this certificate, which is an

action
tisf

tional ri
a
r
e

sk

In 2020, SEDD succeeded to pass the periodic auditing visits
to obtain ISO certificate 9001:2015 of Quality Management
System. Such thing represented its continuous successes in
earning such certificates since 2003. The Department was
capable of getting the certificate despite COVID-19 pandemic and the consequences as well as obstacles it has brought
on. The periodic follow-up visit, during which compliance
with the precautionary measures was taken into account, included obtaining ISO 10001: 2018 certificate for Customer
Charter, ISO 10002: 2018 certificate for complaints handling
system, and ISO 10004: 2018 certificate for customer satisfaction monitoring and measurement system. This confirms
the success of the Department's policy to develop and modernize its internal operations, based on the highest international quality standards in various businesses.

2. Risk Management Matrix
SEDD included the potential risks or those that occurred
in the risk management matrix in order to identify and
analyze risks, provide response plan and monitor them.
Thereof, the Department take set of actions to eliminate
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those risks permanently or mitigate the severity of damages. It is worth mentioning that each department sets risks
annually according to work procedures or services provided.
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creativity and innovation professionalism - teamwork - shared
responsibility - competitiveness –
benefit - innovation.

Mission
To be among the best
technical departments
in the country by 2023.

Vision

Values

20
202
20
023
23
23

To provide the best, latest and most
efficient digital services and products to
our customers with the speed, accuracy
and reliability required in a modern and
innovative way using best human cadres.

developing an efficient and
sustainable technological
infrastructure
Providing efficient and
effective human cadres

Building effective
partnerships and
raising the level of
customer happiness

Developing and
activating digital
transformation system
and raising efficiency
of the quality of
technical services
provided

Adopting the best modern
technologies, stimulating
creativity and innovation,
and sponsoring as well as
encouraging research and
development processes

Developing the digital
governance system
and directing digital
culture and behavior

IT Strategic Objectives

1. Advanced Digital Environment
SEDD Technical Strategy
SEDD has an independent strategy for developing its technical device at which Information Technology acts as one
of the main enablers of the business sector in the Department. It works side by side with all departments and sections
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to enable all operations and procedures and to make them
available in an easy and flexible way for the beneficiary. Additionally, SEDD works intensively to offer outstanding and
updated services to its customers whereas it placed a technical strategy for the years 2021-2023 to include the following:
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Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation & Quality of Technical Services - Smart Applications

SEDD provides its services in multiple ways and various outlets, including portals, websites, smart applications, messages and interactive chats. Likely, it

uses the traditional methods of physically visiting the
Department’s headquarters, branches, and business
centers.

During 2020, the Department developed its main application
using latest technology that takes into account the international standards in developing smart applications by adopting the

most efficient, developed and common technologies, as the
new version included a number of substantial and influential
improvement, such as improving the customer experience.

Chatbot
Most Used Services

Digital Services 102

websites 4

Add to Favorite Feature

Businessmen Service Offices 15

Call Center

Service
Channels

Improved Login Screen

Improved Customer
Experience

Improved Application
Interfaces

80080000

Improved "UAE Pass login" method

SEDD Branches 6

SMS

Re-classiffication of Digital Services

New Digital Services

Strategic Partners Services

Latest Techologies

Improved Application
Homepage

Improved Control
Panel

New Side Menu

Applications 6

Calligraphers Offices 33
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2. Innovative & Competitive Services
SEDD Technical Strategy
In 2018, SEDD managed to complete the digital transformation system, as the percentage of digital transformation
reached 100%. Thus, all the services became available
through multiple channels and various platforms.
The year 2020 witnessed very significant developments in
the upgrading and development of the department’s digital
services, which came with important and pivotal implica-

tions and results in the digital work. In such year, SEDD was
capable of raising the use of digital services from 54.3% in
2019 to 88.1% in 2020. Likely, 2020 observed a very significant improvement in developing the user experience and
facilitating the customer's journey, as the service quality index rose to 18.8 points, from 47.2 to 47.2 with a growth of
66 points, which by the number of rejected and incomplete
transactions was greatly reduced.
Comparison of Improvement in Digital Services
Quality (2020-2019)

Comparison of Digital Services Use (2020-2019)
100

88.1%

90

70

70

60

60
50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

00

00

2019

2020

3. Certified Digital Examiner Award
Due to the digital transformation and multiplicity of
SEDD services, the Department decided to involve
employees to evaluate services and find observations
and proposals in digital services, so the idea of the
accredited digital examiner award came to make the
employee the examiner in the development of digital
services, as the number of participants reached seven
employees.
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During 2020, the Department worked on developing smart
inspection system, which is concerned with automating all
procedures of Commercial Control and Protection Department and making them available through the smart application. Therefore, the Commercial Officers and officials do not
need to return to internal systems or paper records and they
can carry out their daily work from the markets immediately.

90
80

54.3%

Smart Inspection System

100

80

50

4. Smart Inspection System

66%
47.2%

5. Digital Integration and Cybersecurity
2019

2020

SEDD keeps pace with the development of its digital services. This comes in light of the digital revolution in order
to preserve the security of its information and enhance its
cyber capabilities in confronting and mitigating cyber-attacks, by enhancing the expertise of its employees in dealing
with these attacks of all kinds through the “cybersecurity”
workshop that the Department organized for its employees in 2020. This workshop aimed at improving technical
awareness of employees to protect their data and to introduce them to the methods of cyber-attacks as well as the
methods of prevention available. Also, it sough at educating
them about the risks and threats of cybersecurity, in addition
to presenting samples of fake correspondence, phishing, and
hacking of internet networks.
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Consumer…Our Responsibility
Intensive Campaigns for Safe Markets
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Know Your Right... Protect Yourself
SEDD adopts the slogan "Know Your Right... Protect Yourself" and continues its organized campaigns on the emirate's
markets, to provide coordination and support for laws and
legislations related to spreading awareness and developing
culture to protect consumers and educate them about their
rights in various ways and means.

Inspection Campaigns
Inspection Campaigns Statistics at the level of Sharjah

440
328

8,565
2,095
Total

Commercial Fraud

9,168
2,423

1. Consumer…Our Responsibility
SEDD always seeks to educate consumers to differentiate between the original and the counterfeit product in order to ensure their rights and priorities. Likely, it continuously works
to provide a safe environment for them, especially under
the current circumstances and conditions witnessed by the

A virtual workshop with “American Anti-Piracy” to inform Commercial Officers about
the difference between original and fake
products.
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Consumer Protection

world in 2020 whereby SEDD developed a plan to ensure
safety and security of public in Sharjah. In addition, number
of workshops were organized with concerned authorities to
ensure gaining needed knowledge about latest updates in
the field of consumer protection that included the following:

A consumer protection workshop, in cooperation with Louis Vuitton, to introduce the
original and counterfeit products, exchange
ideas and activate the activity, in order to
increase the awareness of the expertise of
Commercial Officers, as well as to reduce
commercial fraud and eliminate counterfeit
products in the market.

Trademarks

Commercial Agencies
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N/A

Number of Violations

108
N/A

Number of Inspection Campaigns

2. Intensive Campaigns for Safe Markets
SEDD was able to conduct 132,718 inspection campaigns during 2020 compared to the number of
150,467 visits in 2019. The Commercial Officers at the
Department continued to check on markets, despite the

changes that the world faced due to the pandemic, to
ensure their safety and security and to ensure the protection of consumers and those who visit these shops
and outlets.
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Continuous Success with Ministry of Economy
Together with Government Entities
UAE-Russian Business Forum
Constant & Effective Promotion
Community Initiatives
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1. Continuous Success with Ministry of Economy
Within the framework of cooperation and coordination
between the Ministry of Economy and all economic development departments in the country, it was agreed that
all economic departments in each emirate would submit
a weekly report on the economic situation during the
pandemic (COVID-19) to the National Emergency Crisis
and Disaster Management Authority. The reports periodically review the policies, procedures and decisions taken at the level of the emirate and the role of government
agencies in order to enhance the sustainability of development work and projects during the repercussions
of the Covid-19 crisis. They also highlight the efforts of
government agencies to advance the emirate's economy
and to get things back to normal gradually and gradually
by following the approved procedures.

2. Together with Government Entities
-

Collaboration with Sharjah Media City “Shams”
Cooperation with Central Region Municipal Council
Cooperation with Sharjah City Municipality and
Bee’ah
MOU with Telecommunications and Digital Government
Regulatory Authority "TDRA"
MOU with Sharjah Research, Technology and Innovation Park in Sharjah Advanced Industry Accelerator
program
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3. UAE-Russian Business Forum
SEDD, in cooperation with the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure, organized the "UAE-Russian Business Forum Sharjah 2020" to achieve the vision of enhancing trade and
investment cooperation between United Arab Emirates and
the Russian Federation. Such thing aimed at strengthening
bilateral relations as an important step in facilitating the entry of major technological companies related to innovation,
scientific research, advanced industries, artificial intelligence
and multinational companies in Russia to new global markets. Also, this Forum sought to facilitate signing MOUs that

with innovative commercial partnerships that contribute to
supporting business growth and expansion, especially at the
commercial, economic and investment levels. Likely, the Forum helped to open new investment channels that abounds in
the economic climate of Sharjah, which embraces a number
of pioneering companies to consolidate Sharjah’s position as
an economic gateway for companies and commercial establishments, so that it became a model for sustainable comprehensive development, diversification of income sources and
attracting investments with added value to the economy.
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4. Constant & Effective Promotion

145

Press News

982
69

Social Media

Interviews

Number of Trainees (2019-2020)

2020

5. Community Initiatives
In 2020, SEDD continued to train and qualify young national cadres by receiving students and communicating
with them through remote training programs. These programs were held according to prepared remote training
schedules with the concerned departments, which reflected the Department’s keenness to not stop specialized
training programs for university and college students even
during the time of the pandemic. In these training programs, SEDD focused on providing students with the skills
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and experiences that would enable them to define their
goals and priorities and to identify job requirements by
undertaking work experience, then building specializations and professional tendencies and qualifying them to
enter the post-study period in practical life. In addition,
such training courses were organized in a way that each
student will be trained according to his/her specialization
so that they will understand the needed requirements of
the working field.

80
Number
of Trainees

167
2019
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Ambitious Teams & Attractive Work Environment
Encouraging Our New Leaders
Our Logistics Services
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1. Ambitious Teams & Attractive Work Environment
Attractive Work Environment
SEDD provides an attractive work environment based
on best practices in quality and institutional excellence
systems. The Department has functional competencies
capable of leading the development process and keeping pace with various changes in the world of development and digital, as the total number of employees
increased to hit 525 ones.

2. Encouraging Our New Leaders
Attractive Work Environment

“Ruwad Al Qima” are annual programs for preparing
leaders. These programs are footsteps that reflects the Department's belief in the importance of preparing a leadership team capable of managing its work efficiently and
effectively in line with its vision to build Sharjah’s future
and push the process of economic development. Also,

Educational attainment plays an important role in improving employee performance and keeping pace with
digital developments. Thus, SEDD realizes the importance of investing in the human element by providing
facilities for its employees to complete their studies in
order to prepare a qualified employee capable of making success.

these programs help to improve employees’ capabilities
and refine their experiences to help them to moves their
career paths to advanced stages that ensure excellence
and development. It should be noted that the number of
participants in such programs reached 25 employees and
the number of programs held hit nine ones.

“MY SEDD” Application
In 2020, SEDD worked to improve “MY SEDD” application for its employees, which comes within the
framework of the Department’s paperless initiative, as
it is concerned with automating the procedures on employees. The update included improving the application
interfaces, resolving faults in the previous version, and
developing the customer experience. The new application has also added a qualitative feature, which is proof
of attendance through the phone.
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A qualitative feature,
which is proof of
attendance and leave
using phone. The
improvement of this
service came in line
with the precautionary
measures.
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Energy consumption rationalization

3. Our Logistics Services
Employee Security During Pandemic
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, SEDD was keen to
develop an integrated plan that guarantees a safe healthy
environment and preserves public safety for its employees. This was done through sterilization campaigns in all

its buildings and facilities in addition to its branches in all
cities and regions of the emirate. It also directed its employees to conduct periodic checks to ensure their safety
before applying for the safe return of employees.

SEDD realizes the importance of optimal investment in
energy sources in a way that helps reduce environmental damage, and preserves these sources for future generations. That is why SEDD uses LED lights at its branches to reduce energy consumption. It should be noted
that the percentage of reduced electricity consumption
reached the following:

27%

28%

2019

2020

2016

Rafid Mobile Workshop
SEDD provided periodic maintenance services for its
vehicles using Rafid Automotive Solutions mobile work-
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shop whereas 325 services were conducted during
2020.
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